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ABSTRACT

Designing de novo proteins beyond those found in nature holds significant promise for
advancements in both scientific and engineering applications. Current methodologies for
protein design often rely on AI-based models, such as surrogate models that address end-
to-end problems by linking protein structure to material properties or vice versa. However,
these models frequently focus on specific material objectives or structural properties, lim-
iting their flexibility when incorporating out-of-domain knowledge into the design process
or comprehensive data analysis is required. In this study, we introduce ProtAgents, a plat-
form for de novo protein design based on Large Language Models (LLMs), where mul-
tiple AI agents with distinct capabilities collaboratively address complex tasks within a
dynamic environment. The dynamic collaboration between agents, empowered by LLMs,
provides a versatile approach to tackling protein design and analysis problems, as demon-
strated through diverse examples in this study. The problems of interest encompass de-
signing new proteins, analyzing protein structures and obtaining new first-principles data
– natural vibrational frequencies – via physics simulations. The concerted effort of the
system allows for powerful automated and synergistic design of de novo proteins with
targeted mechanical properties. The flexibility in designing the agents, on one hand, and
their capacity in autonomous collaboration through the dynamic LLM-based multi-agent
environment on the other hand, unleashes great potentials of LLMs in addressing multi-
objective materials problems and opens up new avenues for autonomous materials discov-
ery and design.

1 INTRODUCTION

Proteins, the building blocks of life, serve as the fundamental elements of many biological materials emerg-
ing from natural evolution over the span of 300 million years. The underlying sequences of amino acids
(AAs) in a protein determines its unique there-dimensional structure, which, in turn, dictates its specific
biological activity and associated outstanding properties. The diversity in protein design is immense, with
over 20100 possible AA sequences for just a relatively small 100-residue protein. However, the natural evo-
lutionary process has sampled only a fraction of this vast sequence space. This leaves a substantial portion
uncharted, presenting a significant opportunity for the de novo design of proteins with potentially remark-
able properties Huang et al. (2016). Despite this potential, the extensive design space, coupled with the costs
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associated with experimental testing, poses formidable challenges in de novo protein design. Navigating
this intricate landscape necessitates the development of a diverse set of effective tools enabling the targeted
design of de novo proteins with specific structural features or properties.

LLMs (Wei et al., 2022; Chang et al., 2023) have represented a paradigm shift in modeling problems across a
spectrum of scientific and engineering domains(Jablonka et al., 2023; Buehler, 2023a;b; Boyko et al., 2023;
Madani et al., 2020; Ni & Buehler, 2023; Brodnik et al., 2023; Tinn et al., 2023; Hu & Buehler, 2023;
Buehler, 2023d; Luu & Buehler, 2023; Peng et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2020; Bates, 1995; Thoppilan et al.,
2022; Chowdhery et al., 2023). Such models, built upon attention mechanism and transformer architectures
Vaswani et al. (2017), have emerged as powerful tools recently in the field of materials science and related
areas, contributing to various aspects ranging from knowledge retrieval to modeling, design, and analysis
(Buehler, 2023a;d;b; Lu et al., 2023).

However, LLMs are typically not best equipped to solve specific physics-based forward and inverse design
tasks, and are often focused on leveraging their conversational capabilities. Recently, LLMs have been
instrumental in powering conversable AI agents through a multi-agent strategy, facilitating the transition
from AI-human conversations to AI-AI or AI-tools interactions for increased autonomy (Ni & Buehler,
2023; Buehler, 2023d; Zhang et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023a; Xi et al., 2023).

In this paper, we propose a multi-agent strategy to the protein design problems by introducing ProtAgents,
a multi-agent modeling framework to solve protein-related analysis and design problems by leveraging cus-
tomized functions across domains and disciplines. The core underpinning concept of the multi-agent systems
is the use state-of-the-art LLMs-based agents combined with a series of tools. The LLM backbone exhibits
exceptional analytical, rational, and strategic planning capabilities, which are crucial for solving complex
problems. By leveraging these abilities and utilizing various tools, the proposed model seeks to minimize
the necessity for human intervention and intelligence at different stages of protein design.

Contributions: the main contribution of our work is summarized as follows

• We propose ProtAgents, a pioneering multi-agent modeling framework that combines state-of-the-
art LLMs with diverse tools to tackle protein design and analysis problems

• Our model harnesses the collective capabilities of agents with specialized expertise that interact
autonomously and nonlinearly to solve the protein-related task.

• Equipped with various tools and functions, the model demonstrates an advanced ability to inte-
grate new physical data from different disciplines, surpassing conventional deep learning models in
versatility and problem-solving capacity in protein science.

• Our model significantly minimizes the need for human input throughout different stages of the
problem-solving process.

2 RELATED WORK

machine learning for protein design In the field of de novo protein design, data-driven and machine learn-
ing methods have emerged as powerful tools, offering valuable insights and accelerating the discovery of
novel proteins with desired properties (Notin et al., 2022; Ingraham et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2022; Anand &
Achim, 2022; Eguchi et al., 2022; Rives et al., 2021; Madani et al., 2020; Anand et al., 2022; Greener et al.,
2018; Riesselman et al., 2018; Alley et al., 2019; Watson et al., 2023; Anishchenko et al., 2021; Ingraham
et al., 2023). These methods have opened great avenues for predicting structure, properties, and functions
of proteins solely based on their underlying AA sequence (Yu et al., 2022; Elnaggar et al., 2022; Mirabello
& Pollastri, 2013; Pollastri et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2018; Pollastri & McLysaght, 2005). As such, the
development of such DL models significantly reduces the cost of screening the vast sequence space to target
proteins with improved or optimized mechanical performance.
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A frontier, however, that still exists is how we can automate the design process of de novo proteins by
creating intelligent systems that leverage a diverse set of knowledge and abilities, combining data-driven
ML tools with physics-based modeling, important for accurate predictions.

LLM-based protein design LLMs have demonstrated significant potential in mimicking human intelli-
gence, generating text across a broad spectrum of topics and sentiments. Increasingly, this concept is being
applied to the domain of protein sequences, which, akin to human languages, can be represented as strings
of letters corresponding to amino acids. Recent efforts have pivoted towards developing LLMs specifically
for de novo protein design. These models, trained on extensive datasets of natural protein sequences, are
capable of predicting de novo sequences with varied functionalities Unsal et al. (2022); Ferruz & Höcker
(2022); Ferruz et al. (2022); Nijkamp et al. (2023); Madani et al. (2023); Ruffolo & Madani (2024).

LLM-based multi-agent strategy Concurrently, LLM-based agents have garnered substantial interest in
various disciplines Wang et al. (2023b); Guo et al. (2024). These agents enhance the capabilities of LLMs
by integrating tools from across domains and disciplines including pre-trained ML and DL models. The
concept of a multi-agent strategy has been investigated in the fields of materials science and mechanical
engineering in previous studies Buehler (2023b), and has been further explored within the realm of molecular
modeling Buehler (2023d). The use of AI scientists in a multi-agent strategy to enhance biomedical research
and scientific discovery is comprehensively addressed in Gao et al. (2024), highlighting its potential to
revolutionize the field.

3 METHOD

Figure 1: Automated multi-agent AI
framework for protein discovery and analy-
sis, featuring: a, agents with language com-
munication, defined focuses, and custom
functions; b, functions tailored by profiles
and parameters; c, specialized agent teams
for problem description (user proxy), plan-
ning (Planner), execution (Assistant), and
evaluation (Critic), coordinating through
a dynamic group chat (Chat manager)
for efficient, human-independent problem-
solving in protein design.”

Our multi-agent framework consists of a team of agents, each
powered by a state-of-the-art general-purpose LLM, GPT-
4,and: Josh Achiam et al. (2023) accessed via the OpenAI API
Ope and characterized by a unique profile that details its role
as shown in Figure 1a. Furthermore, agents are given access
to a set of tools with various functionalities across domains.
As shown in Figure 1b each function is characterized by a de-
scriptive profile and input parameters. A key part of develop-
ing our multi-agent system is selecting the appropriate types
and numbers of agents and carefully defining their profiles and
the functions they perform. We have optimized these agents
through a process of trial and error, conducting experiments
to ensure they deliver optimal performance in critical areas of
the problem-solving process. These areas include planning,
seamless collaboration between agents, function execution, er-
ror management, and informed decision-making based on the
given task and past/current observations.

The outline of the proposed multi-agent framework is shown in
Figure 1c, illustrating the collaborative efforts of a team of four
agents organized into a team structure, overseen by a manager
who coordinates overall communication among the agents. A
generic structure illustrating how the team of agents collabo-
rate in the current study is depicted in 2. Moreover, Table B1
in Appendix B lists the full profile for the agents recruited in
our multi-agent framework. Further details can be found in A.

The tools are incorporated into the model via the ”Assistant”
agent who oversees executing the functions and returning the
results. ProtAgents consists of a rich library of functions each
with special powers in solving the protein problems. Each
function has a distinct profile describing its focus and takes
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one or more required entities as the input. The functions provide the ability to, for instance, retrieve knowl-
edge, perform protein folding, analyze the secondary structure, and predict some mechanical properties
through a pre-trained autoregressive language model (see A). Additionally, a function can carry out simula-
tions to compute the protein natural frequencies, thus allowing the model to integrate the new physics-based
data. A full list of functions implemented in the current study is provided in Table B2 in Appendix B.

4 EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2: A flowchart outlining the dynamic interac-
tion between the multi-agent team members to solve
protein design and analysis problems.

We present a series of experiments aimed at evaluat-
ing the effectiveness and potential of a multi-agent
modeling framework for various challenges within
the domain of protein design and analysis.

4.1 De novo PROTEIN DESIGN USING CHROMA

In this example, we assess the model’s performance
in using the state-of-the art models in de novo pro-
tein design, ChromaIngraham et al. (2023), and pro-
tein folding, OmegaFoldWu et al. (2022). To this
end, we formulate a complex multi-step task with
the objective of comparing the two generative mod-
els based on various structural and physical features
derived from the folded structures obtained through
Chroma and OmegaFold2. We pose the following
task through the “user proxy” agent which is sub-
sequently followed by a plan developed by the “planner”:

user proxy

Design three pro-
teins with sequence
length of 120 and
analyze their sec-
ondary structure
and first 10 fre-
quencies. Then fold
the proteins and
repeat the analysis.
Save all the results
(including the AA
sequences) into a
csv file where each
row corresponds to
a protein and each
column represents
a protein property,
utilizing proper
identifiers.

planner

Plan:
1. Use the ‘design protein from length‘ function three times to design three
proteins each with a sequence length of 120. I will use 1, 2, 3 as names for the
proteins. Save the amino acid sequences and PDB filenames.
2. Use the ‘analyze protein structure‘ function to analyze the secondary struc-
ture of the proteins. Store the results.
3. Use the ‘calc protein ANM‘ function to calculate the first 10 frequencies of
the proteins. Store the results. 4. Use the ‘fold protein‘ function to fold the
proteins.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the folded proteins.
6. Use the ‘save to csv file‘ function to save all results into a csv file where each
row corresponds to a protein and each column represents a protein property.
7. The identifiers will be named as follows:
- Protein Name
- Amino Acid Sequence (Pre-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold)
- Frequencies (Pre-Fold)
- Amino Acid Sequence (Post-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Post-Fold)
- Frequencies (Post-Fold)
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At first glance, the plan seems to cover all the details necessary to accomplish the tasks included in the
problem statement. However, the “critic” agent who is responsible in giving feedback about the plan spots a
minuscule error in the saving part of the plan as follows:

critic
Your plan is almost perfect. However, when a protein is folded, the protein sequence doesn’t change,
only the structure does, which then affects the secondary structure and possible frequencies you can
calculate. So you need to only save Amino Acid Sequence once after designing the proteins. Each
protein should have the following column properties:

- Protein Number
- Amino Acid Sequence
- Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold)
- Frequencies (Pre-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Post-Fold)
- Frequencies (Post-Fold)

Other than that, your plan works perfectly. So steps will be as follows:
. . .

The correction made by the “critic” concerning the sequence length underscores its notable proficiency in
comprehending how diverse functions and parameters influence various aspects within the realm of protein
design.
The “user proxy” agent is then asked to confirm the plan. The “assistant” then takes the stage and starts
following the plan by calling and executing the functions until all the steps have been undertaken. An
overview of the work performed by the “assistant” is depicted in Figure B2 in Appendix B. At the end of
the computations, the results are formatted into a JSON dictionary to fed into the “save to csv file” function.
However, an error related to the JSON dictionary format occurs when executing the function as follows:

***** Response from calling function ”save to csv file” *****
Error: Expecting property name enclosed in double quotes: line 2 column 5 (char 6)
*************************************************************

The “critic” then steps in by making the following comment and suggesting a plan to fix the error as follows:

critic
I apologize for the mistake. It seems there was an issue with the formatting of the input JSON
dictionary for saving to the CSV file. Let’s try again with properly formatted JSON.

Plan to fix the error:

1. Correctly format JSON with double quotes instead of single quotations.
2. Call ’save to csv file’ function again with correctly formatted JSON dictionary.

I’ll directly proceed with this plan as the error was due to syntax not plan.

The critic makes the necessary corrections and suggests the corrected JSON dictionary for the “assistant” to
execute the “save to csv file” function. This time, the function is successfully executed and the results are
saved into a csv file as shown in Table B3 in Appendix B.

This experiment showcases a good example of multi-agent collaboration in solving complex tasks in the
context of de novo protein design and analysis. It specially shows the great capability of the “critic” agent
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in providing valuable feedback to other working agents at different stages of the problem solving endeavor,
further assisting the team of agents in handling possible errors without the need for human involvement.
Figure 3 shows the plots of the generated results including the 3D folded structures. The full conversations
can be found in Table B4 in Appendix B.

Figure 3: The results generated by the multi-agent collaboration for the first experiment, Section
4.1. The first and second columns depict the 3D folded structures of proteins generated by Chroma and
OmegaFold2, respectively, while the third and fourth columns represent the fractional content of secondary
structures, and first ten natural frequencies for the generated proteins.

4.2 PROTEIN DESIGN CONDITIONED ON THE PROTEIN CATH CLASS

CATH is a hierarchical classification system for protein structures that consists of four main levels. The
highest level in this hierarchy is the “Class” which primarily characterizes the secondary structure content
of the protein. For example, C1, C2, and C3 correspond to proteins predominantly composed of α-helix,
mainly β-sheet, and a combination of α and β secondary structures. Consequently, designing proteins
based on the CATH class number, i.e. C1, C2, C3, can be understood as creating proteins with a specific
fractional content of the secondary structure. Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of the
protein secondary structures content, specially α-helix/β-sheet ratio, on the mechanical properties of the
protein materials (Sikora et al., 2009; Nakajo et al., 2007; Ackbarow et al., 2007; Knowles & Buehler, 2011;
Xu & Buehler, 2010; Qin & Buehler, 2010). Chroma Ingraham et al. (2023) has the potential to conditionally
generate proteins with specified folds according to CATH class annotations at three levels

In this example, we task the multi-agent team with generating proteins based on their CATH class and sub-
sequently performing computational and structural analysis tasks. Specifically, in addition to secondary
structure analysis and natural frequency calculations, as covered in previous examples, we instruct the team
to compute the maximum unfolding force (maximum force in the unfolding force-separation curve) and
unfolding energy (the area under the unfolding force-separation curve) for each generated protein. To ac-
complish the latter, we have equipped the multi-agent team with a custom function that utilizes a trained
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autoregressive transformer generative AI model, ForceGPT. Detailed information about the training of the
model can be found in Materials and Methods Appendix A. The task given is:

user proxy

Design two proteins of length 100 for each family of mainly beta, mainly alpha, and alpha beta
proteins. Then compute the maximum force and unfolding energy, analyze the secondary structure
and compute the first 10 frequencies for these proteins.

The planner outlines a detailed plan comprising all the required sub-tasks to be accomplished step by step.
Moreover, the planner has identifies and suggests the correct functions and corresponding input parameters
for each sub-task. The plan is further supported by the “critic” who provides positive feedback as follows:

planner

Yes, this plan sounds good. It covers each step required for the task. The parameter inputs for each
function match with the required parameters as stated in their function definitions. Thus, this plan
should successfully accomplish the task.

The multi-agent team then proceeds to execute the different steps outlined in the plan by calling and execut-
ing the functions. Specifically, the function ’design protein from CATH’ is executed with the appropriate
’CATH ANNOTATION’ for a specific protein structure design, as outlined in the plan. Following the gen-
eration of all proteins, the executions are followed by structural analysis and force and energy computations.
It’s noteworthy that the model exhibits good performance in restoring and memorizing the sequences of the
generated proteins, which are essential for the force and energy calculations. Finally, the team successfully
completes the task by computing the first 10 frequencies for each protein. An overview of the computations
performed by the team of agents for this experiment is shown in Figure S3 of the supplementary material.

Given the complexity of the problem involving numerous computational tasks, a decent number of results
have been generated in the first round of the conversation. In the next round, to evaluate the team’s ability to
memorize and restore the results, we present the following task:

user proxy

Could you save the results in a CSV file named ”protein analysis.csv,” where each row corresponds
to a protein, and each column represents a specific property? Include the AA sequence in the results
and use suitable identifiers for the columns.

In this task, we not only request the team to save the data but also require them to adhere to a customized
format when storing the results. The model is proficient in creating a JSON dictionary that satisfies the
specified format and saving the results to a CSV file, as illustrated in Table B5 in Appendix B.

The plots of the obtained results are shown in Figure 4. The results indicate that Chroma has done a poor
performance in creating β-rich protein named mainly beta protein 2 which its structure is dominant in α-
helix. As an attempt to test the capability of the multi-agent model in analyzing the results, in the last round
of the conversation, we ask the model to assess Chroma’s performance in generating the proteins conditioned
on the secondary structure by posing the following question:

user proxy

Based on the results of this example, can you check if the protein generator (Chroma) has been
successful in creating proteins with desired structure?

The “critic” agent conducts a thorough evaluation of Chroma’s performance in generating proteins with tar-
geted secondary structure content. Through a detailed analysis of each CATH structure, it reveals the inher-
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ent strengths and weaknesses in Chroma’s capabilities. Specifically, addressing the limitations of Chroma’s
performance, the critic’s evaluation provides the following observations for the mainly beta proteins:

critic
- The mainly beta proteins showed higher percentages of extended strand/beta-sheet secondary struc-
ture (’E’). Though, the percentages varied quite a bit (64% for mainly beta protein 1 and only 8%
for mainly beta protein 2), which could be due to the complex nature of beta-structures.

This illustration not only highlights the multi-agent model’s proficiency in computational tasks but also
underscores its intelligence in handling intricate data analyses—an aspect traditionally reserved for human.
The full conversations for this experiment can be found in Table B6 in Appendix B.

Figure 4: The results generated by the multi-agent collaboration for the second experiment, Section
4.2. The first and second columns depict the 3d folded structures and the last column represents the fractional
content of secondary structures for the two proteins generated by Chroma conditioned on the CATH class of
(a) 1: mainly alpha protein, (b) 2: mainly beta protein, and (c) 3: alpha beta protein.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Large Language Models (LLMs) have made remarkable strides, revealing their immense potential to poten-
tially replicate human-like intelligence across diverse domains and modalities, demonstrating proficiency in
comprehending extensive collective knowledge and proving adept at effectively applying this information.
However, to reach intelligent problem-solving systems, these types of models are not yet sufficient and re-
quire integration with other methods and the LLM-intelligence driven multi-agent systems have emerged as a
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powerful approach to fill this gap. These AI systems are composed of a team of agents with distinct expertise
that have been powered by a general purpose LLM model, such as GPT-4, which allows them to communi-
cate via conversation. More importantly, such systems are not limited to mere linguistic interactions between
agents; they have the capacity to incorporate a variety of special-purpose modeling and simulation tools, hu-
man input, tools for knowledge retrieval, and even deep learning-based surrogate models to solve particular
tasks. Furthermore, additional tools can be integrated into the multi-agent system with popular external
APIs, and up-to-date knowledge about special topics can be retrieved by searching and browsing the web
through specialized API interfaces. By harnessing the collective abilities of agents, including reasoning, tool
usage, criticism, mutual correction, adaptation to new observations, and communication this framework has
proven highly effective in navigating intricate challenges including protein design.

In this study, we have explored the protein design problem through the lens of a multi-agent strategy by
developing ProtAgents. Our aim was to create an autonomous system composed of expert agents capable
of designing proteins de novo, and performing tasks like secondary structure analysis, performing physical
simulations, and predicting the protein’s unfolding energy and maximum force. To achieve this goal, we
assembled a group of agents, each assigned a unique profile through initial prompts, to dynamically interact
in a group chat via conversations and make decisions and take actions based on their observations. The agents
profile outlines their attributes, roles, and functionalities within the system and describes communication
protocols to exchange information with other agents in the system. Our team of agents include a user proxy
to pose the query, a planner to formulate a plan, an function-baked assistant to execute the functions and
return the results, and a critic to evaluate the outcome and criticize the performance. Through a series of
experiments, we unleashed the power of agents in not only conducting the roles they were assigned to, but
to autonomously collaborate by discussion powered by the all-purpose LLM, GPT-4. Our experiments have
showcased the great potential of the multi-agent modeling framework in tackling complex tasks as well as
integrating AI-agents into physics-based modeling.

Our work represents a foundational step towards the ambitious goal of developing an intelligent system that
could function as a ”protein scientist,” capable of making significant discoveries in the field of protein sci-
ence. We envision that such models could play a crucial role in generating scientific hypotheses in various
domains related to de novo protein design. These models could also outline a series of tasks to test these
hypotheses, refining them based on the results obtained. The model we have developed could provide the
necessary framework for planning and conducting the validation phase, by initiating and executing appro-
priate functions. For example, it could evaluate the secondary structure of proteins or conduct molecular
dynamics simulations.

Venturing into the development of systems that push the boundaries of current scientific capabilities uncov-
ers several challenges and shortcomings that must be meticulously addressed before these systems can be
accurately and safely deployed. Language models (LMs), serving as the core of the multi-agent system, are
susceptible to generating unreliable predictions, including the fabrication of non-factual information and the
presence of systematic biases. Consequently, specialized evaluation mechanisms are necessary to accurately
assess the performance of these models. Additionally, as more agents are integrated into the system, the
complexity of agent interactions is likely to increase, potentially complicating the planning and function-
execution stages and thus impacting overall model performance. The implementation of precise communi-
cation protocols may be necessary to overcome this hurdle. Another challenge relates to the iterative nature
of the hypothesis generation-validation-refinement process, essential for discovery in protein science, which
might provoke extended discussions due to its iterative nature. Enabling agents to recall prior steps in such
complex, prolonged processes and to integrate comprehensive observational data into their decision-making
introduces an additional layer of complexity to the model’s performance. In summary, while the potential of
intelligent systems to revolutionize protein science is immense, the path to their realization is fraught with
significant technical and operational challenges, and addressing these challenges head-on is crucial for the
successful deployment and application of such systems in scientific discovery.
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A MATERIALS AND METHODS

AGENT DESIGN

As shown in Figure 1a, we design AI agents using the state-of-the-art all-purpose LLM GPT-4 and dynamic
multi-agent collaboration is implemented in AutoGen frameworkZhu et al. (2023), an open-source ecosys-
tem for agent-based AI modeling. Additional agents are introduced as described below, including some
based on generative AI as well as physics modeling.

In our multi-agent system, the human user proxy agent is constructed using UserProxyAgent class from
Autogen, and Assistant, Planner, Critic agents are created via AssistantAgent class from Autogen; and the
group chat manager is created using GroupChatManager class. Each agent is assigned a role through a
profile description listed in Table B1, included as system message at their creation.

FUNCTION AND TOOL DESIGN

All the tools implemented in this work are defined as python functions. Each function is characterized by
a name, a description, and input properties with a description as tabulated in Table B2 in Appendix B. The
list of functions is incorporated into the multi-agent system, included as the function map parameter in the
Assistant agent at its creation.

AUTOREGRESSIVE TRANSFORMER MODEL TO PREDICT PROTEIN UNFOLDING FORCE-EXTENSION
FROM SEQUENCES

We use a special-purpose GPT-style model denoted as ProteinForceGPT, similar as in Buehler (2023c), here
trained to predict force-extension curves from sequences along with other mechanical properties, and vice
versa (https://huggingface.co/lamm-mit/ProteinForceGPT). The protein language model
is based on the NeoGPT-X architecture and uses rotary positional embeddings (RoPE)Su et al. (2024). The
model has 16 attention heads, 36 hidden layers and a hidden size of 1024, an intermediate size of 4096 and
uses GeLU activation functions.

Pre-training was conducted based on a dataset of ∼ 800, 000 amino acid sequences, using next-
token predictions using a “Sequence” task (https://huggingface.co/datasets/lamm-mit/
GPTProteinPretrained):

Sequence<GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN>

The ProteinForceGPT model was then fine-tuned bidirectionally, to predict the mechanical properties of
proteins from their sequence, as well as sequence candidates that meet a required force-extension behavior
and various other properties. Fine-tuning is conducted using a dataset derived from molecular dynamics
(MD) simulationsNi et al. (2023). Sample tasks for the model include:

CalculateForce<GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN> [0.262]
CalculateEnergy<GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN> [0.220]
CalculateForceEnergy<GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN>[0.262,0.220]
CalculateForceHistory<GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN>
[0.004,0.034,0.125,0.142,0.159,0.102,0.079,0.073, 0.131,0.105,0.071,0.058,0.072,0.060,0.049,0.114,
0.122,0.108,0.173,0.192,0.208,0.153,0.212,0.222, 0.244]
GenerateForce<0.262>[GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN]
GenerateForce<0.220>[GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKL RPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN]
GenerateForceEnergy<0.262,0.220>[GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLRPGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCT
GQSADCPRWN]
GenerateForceHistory<0.004,0.034,0.125,0.142,0.159, 0.102,0.079,0.073,0.131,0.105,0.071,0.058,0.072,
0.060, 0.049,0.114,0.122,0.108,0.173,0.192,0.208, 0.153,0.212, 0.222,0.244> [GEECDCGSPSNPCCDAATCKLR
PGAQCADGLCCDQCRFKKKRTICRIARGDFPDDRCTGQSADCPRWN]

Sample results from validation of the model are shown in Figure B3 of Appendix B. We only use forward
predictions for use in the agent model reported here. Lastly, the normalized constants to non-dimensionalize
the energy and force values are provided in Table B7 in Appendix B.
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SOFTWARE VERSIONS AND HARDWARE

We develop our multi-agent models using local workstations with NVIDIA GPUs. We use Python 3.10 and
pyautogen-0.2.2Wu et al. (2023). Additional implementation details are included in the code.

VISUALIZATION

We use Py3DMolRego & Koes (2015) for visualization of the protein structures.

SECONDARY STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

We use the dictionary of protein secondary structure (DSSP)Kabsch & Sander (1983) module via BioPy-
thonCock et al. (2009) to analyze the secondary structure content of the proteins from its geometry.

NATURAL VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY CALCULATIONS

We perform Anisotropic Network Model (ANM)Atilgan et al. (2001); Doruker et al. (2000) calculations as
implemented in ProDyBakan et al. (2011) for normal mode analysis. The problem is solved by considering
the protein as a network of interactions, defined within a cutoff distance for which spring-like potentials are
assumed to define molecular interactions.

RETRIEVAL AUGMENTED GENERATION

We use Llama Indexlla as a tool to implement RAG where the full text of papers cited as references Sikora
et al. (2009); Nakajo et al. (2007) are used as external sources from which information can be retrieved by
the system in real-time.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

The author declares no conflict of interest.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

All data and codes are available on GitHub at https://github.com/lamm-mit/ProtAgents. Al-
ternatively, they will be provided by the corresponding author based on reasonable request.

B SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
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Table B1: The profiles of the agents implemented in the current study to solve multi-objective tasks in the
context of protein design and analysis.

Agent # Agent role Agent profile
1 user proxy user proxy. Plan execution needs to be approved by user proxy

2 Planner Planner. You develop a plan. Begin by explaining the plan. Re-
vise the plan based on feedback from the critic and user proxy, until
user proxy approval. The plan may involve calling custom function
for retrieving knowledge, designing proteins, and computing and ana-
lyzing protein properties. You include the function names in the plan
and the necessary parameters. If the plan involves retrieving knowl-
edge, retain all the key points of the query asked by the user for the
input message.

3 Assistant Assistant. You have access to all the custom functions. You focus on
executing the functions suggested by the planner or the critic. You
also have the ability to prepare the required input parameters for the
functions.

4 Critic user proxy. You double-check the plan, especially the functions and
function parameters. Check whether the plan included all the neces-
sary parameters for the suggested function. You provide feedback.

5 Group chat manager You repeat the following steps: Dynamically selecting a speaker, col-
lecting responses, and broadcasting the message to the group.
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Table B2: The library of functions implemented in the current study to perform a wide range of tasks in the
context of protein design and analysis. Each function is described by a unique profile and takes at least one
parameter as input. Similar to the functions, the input parameters are also described by a profile.

# Function name Function profile Function pa-
rameters

Parematers pro-
file

1 save to csv file With a JSON dictionary as
input, saves the data to a csv
file with a provided name

input JSON dictionary
output csv name

The input JSON dictionary.
The output name for the csv
file

2 analyze protein
structure

Given the protein structure
file as input, analyzes and re-
turns the secondary structure
of the protein. The function
returns a JSON dictionary
with % content of the 8 sec-
ondary structure types. The
8 secondary structures are
[’H’: alpha-helix], [’B’: iso-
lated beta bridge], [’E’: Ex-
tended strand or beta-sheet],
[’G’: 3-helix (3/10 helix)],
[’I’: 5 helix (pi-helix)], [’T’:
Hydrogen bonded turn], [’S’:
Bend], [’P’: Poly-proline he-
lices] and [’-’: None]

protein structure Protein structure
file

3 calculate force energy
from seq

Calculates the unfolding en-
ergy and maximum force of
a protein. The function re-
quires the amino acid se-
quence of a protein structure
in string format.

sequence Amino acid
sequence in single-
letter FASTA
code.

4 fold protein Fold a protein with required
amino acid sequence which
creates a protein structure
file. The function also re-
turns the output protein struc-
ture name.

sequence

name

Amino acid sequence in
single-letter FASTA code.
Name of the folded output
protein structure.

5 retrieve content An expert in retrieving
knowledge about protein,
their mechanical properties,
structures, and PDB names.

message Message to be used
to retrieve detailed
knowledge.

6 design protein
from length

With an optional caption and
required length of the protein
(number of amino acids) and
a name as input, designs a
new protein. Returns a PDB
name and the amino acid se-
quence.

length

name

Length of the protein to be de-
signed.
Name of the protein to be
saved.
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7 design protein
from CATH

With a required
CATH ANNOTATION
domain (1 is mainly alpha,
2 is mainly beta, 3 is alpha
beta), required output protein
name, and length of the
protein (number of amino
acids) as input, designs a
protein and creates a protein
structure file. It returns the
PDB file name and the amino
acid sequence.

name

length

CATH ANNOTATION

Name of the protein to be
saved.
Length of the protein to be de-
signed.
CATH ANNOTATION that
describes the protein CATH
domain (1 is mainly alpha,
2 is mainly beta, 3 is alpha
beta) that will be designed.
Default is 2 (mainly beta)

8 calc protein ANM. With input of a protein
structure file, calculates
the frequencies of the first
n modes eigenmodes.

protein structure
n modes

Protein structure file.
Number of modes to be calcu-
lated.

9 fetch protein structure
from PDBID

With input of a protein PDB
id, fetches the protein struc-
ture file and stores it in the
directory. It also returns the
name of the file stored in the
directory. The input must be
a PDB id of the protein not a
generated protein name.

PDB id Protein PDB id

10 analyze protein CATH
from PDBID

With input of a protein
PDB id, you collect info
about the CATH domain
or structure classification
of the protein.

PDB id PDB id

11 analyze protein length
from PDB

With input of a protein PDB
id or protein name, you give
the length of the amino-acid
sequence of the protein.

PDB id Protein PDB id

12 analyze protein seq
from PDB

With input of a protein PDB
id or protein name, you give
the sequence of the amino-
acid sequence of the protein.

PDB id Protein PDB id
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Table B3: The final results generated by the group chat in the form of a CSV file, without human intervention,
for the first experiment, Section 4.1.

Protein
Number
#

Amino Acid Se-
quence

Secondary
Structure
(Pre-Fold)

Frequencies
(Pre-Fold)

Secondary
Structure
(Post-Fold)

Frequencies
(Post-Fold)

1 MIIINIKTENGLSIT
YNSDEKKLELKY
TPVKSPEDFKFPE
DAKATISEVEYKG
KKVIKIDAKLYVS
PDLSKAKLTIEVN
ADISQEEADKIIDE
FIKLLESLGNIKLK
VTKDGNKYTIEV
E

{’H’: 13.33,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
46.67, ’G’:
0.0, ’I’: 0.0,
’T’: 14.17, ’S’:
7.5, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
18.33333333333}

[2.0337,
2.8678,
3.3843,
3.6263,
3.9904,
4.5381,
4.8373,
4.8956,
5.1492,
5.4416]

{’H’:
15.8333333333,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
46.67, ’G’:
2.5, ’I’: 0.0,
’T’: 14.17, ’S’:
4.17, ’P’: 0.0,
’-’: 16.67}

[1.8739,
2.1563,
2.7611,
3.1086,
3.8712,
4.0481,
4.3759,
4.6717,
4.8183,
4.9126]

2 GSPLPRPPLSPEEQ
EALRKKAQEKYN
EFVSKIKELLRRA
ADRVRRGEPVEL
IEKTIKIGDYEYK
IVATSPEEAKELE
NLIKEMIDLGFKP
SKEFSDKLVEAAR
LIREGRVDEALRL
LDEM

{’H’: 61.67,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
11.67, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
7.5, ’S’: 3.33,
’P’: 3.33, ’-’:
12.5}

[0.0207,
0.1058,
0.1782,
0.4189,
0.49, 0.9015,
1.1832,
1.8257,
2.1212,
2.8726]

{’H’: 62.5,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
11.67, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
6.67, ’S’: 1.67,
’P’: 4.17, ’-’:
13.33}

[0.0444,
0.1641,
0.3379,
0.5724,
0.765,
0.9568,
1.4306,
1.5344,
1.6834,
1.8099]

3 APLDPDDLSAQLR
AAIDELVRLGYEE
EVSKPEFIEALRL
YALDLGLKEVVL
RRVTPAPASQPGV
YTVEDVTVDLEA
LRKQELSPEEQAR
LEKIRAKYDEML
ADPEFQALLDEVL
ARARAA

{’H’: 57.5, ’B’:
0.0, ’E’: 13.33,
’G’: 0.0, ’I’:
4.17, ’T’: 8.33,
’S’: 3.33, ’P’:
6.67, ’-’: 6.67}

[0.7546,
1.0836,
1.5026,
1.8874,
2.0844,
2.3192,
2.7975,
3.0199,
3.0669,
3.1382]

{’H’: 61.67,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
15.0, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
8.33, ’S’: 3.33,
’P’: 1.67, ’-’:
10.0}

[0.5256,
1.0278,
1.1566,
1.2877,
1.5521,
1.9111,
2.1887,
2.4664,
2.734,
2.8731]
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Table B4: The complete chat records between the agents for the first experiment, Section 4.1.

user proxy (to chat manager):
Design three proteins with sequence length of 120 and analyze their secondary structure and first 10
frequencies. Then fold the proteins and repeat the analysis. Save all the results (including the AA
sequences) into a csv file where each row corresponds to a protein and each column represents a protein
property, utilizing proper identifiers.

Planner (to chat manager):

Plan:

1. Use the ‘design protein from length‘ function three times to design three proteins each with a se-
quence length of 120. I will use 1, 2, 3 as names for the proteins. Save the amino acid sequences and
PDB filenames.
2. Use the ‘analyze protein structure‘ function to analyze the secondary structure of the proteins. Store
the results.
3. Use the ‘calc protein ANM‘ function to calculate the first 10 frequencies of the proteins. Store the
results. 4. Use the ‘fold protein‘ function to fold the proteins.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the folded proteins.
6. Use the ‘save to csv file‘ function to save all results into a csv file where each row corresponds to a
protein and each column represents a protein property.
7. The identifiers will be named as follows:

- Protein Name
- Amino Acid Sequence (Pre-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold)
- Frequencies (Pre-Fold)
- Amino Acid Sequence (Post-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Post-Fold)
- Frequencies (Post-Fold)

Please confirm if this plan works for you.

Critic (to chat manager):
Your plan is almost perfect. However, when a protein is folded, the protein sequence doesn’t change,
only the structure does, which then affects the secondary structure and possible frequencies you can
calculate. So you need to only save Amino Acid Sequence once after designing the proteins. Each
protein should have the following column properties:

- Protein Number
- Amino Acid Sequence
- Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold)
- Frequencies (Pre-Fold)
- Secondary Structure (Post-Fold)
- Frequencies (Post-Fold)

Other than that, your plan works perfectly. So steps will be as follows:
1. Use the ‘design protein from length‘ function three times to design three proteins each with a se-
quence length of 120. I will use 1, 2, 3 as numbers for the proteins. Save the amino acid sequences and
PDB filenames.
2. Use the ‘analyze protein structure‘ function to analyze the secondary structure of the proteins. Store
the results.
3. Use the ‘calc protein ANM‘ function to calculate the first 10 frequencies of the proteins. Store the
results.
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4. Use the ‘fold protein‘ function to fold the proteins. Get the new structure names.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the new folded protein structure.
6. Use the ‘save to csv file‘ function to save all results into a csv file where each row corresponds to a
protein and each column represents a protein property.
Please note that in step 3, ‘calc protein ANM‘ will require ‘n modes: 10‘ to calculate the first 10 fre-
quencies.

Provide feedback to chat manager. Press enter to skip and use auto-reply, or type ’exit’ to end the
conversation: Excellent! user proxy (to chat manager):
Excellent!

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: design protein from length *****
Arguments:
{
”length”: 120,
”name”: 1
}
***************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from length...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”design protein from length” *****
(’./code protein/1.pdb’,
’MIIINIKTENGLSITYNSDEKKLELKYTPVKSPEDFKFPEDAKATISEVEYKGKKVIKIDAKLYV
SPDLSKAKLTIEVNADISQEEADKIIDEFIKLLESLGNIKLKVTKDGNKYTIEVE’)
***********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: design protein from length *****
Arguments:
{
”length”: 120,
”name”: 2
}
***************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from length...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”design protein from length” *****
(’./code protein/2.pdb’, ’GSPLPRPPLSPEEQEALRKKAQEKYNEFVSKIKELLRRAADRVRRGEP
VELIEKTIKIGDYEYKIVATSPEEAKELENLIKEMIDLGFKPSKEFSDKLVEAARLIREGRVDEA
LRLLDEM’) ***********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: design protein from length *****
Arguments:
{
”length”: 120,
”name”: 3
}
***************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from length...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”design protein from length” *****
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(’./code protein/3.pdb’, ’APLDPDDLSAQLRAAIDELVRLGYEEEVSKPEFIEALRLYALDLGLKE
VVLRRVTPAPASQPGVYTVEDVTVDLEALRKQELSPEEQARLEKIRAKYDEMLADPEFQALL
DEVLARARAA’)
***********************************************************************

Critic (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/1.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: ./code protein/1.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 13.333333333333334,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 46.666666666666664,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 14.166666666666666,
”S”: 7.5,
”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 18.333333333333332

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/2.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

¿¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: ./code protein/2.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 61.66666666666667,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 11.666666666666666,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 7.5,
”S”: 3.3333333333333335,
”P”: 3.3333333333333335,
”-”: 12.5

}
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**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/3.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: ./code protein/3.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 57.49999999999999,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 13.333333333333334,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 4.166666666666666,
”T”: 8.333333333333332,
”S”: 3.3333333333333335,
”P”: 6.666666666666667,
”-”: 6.666666666666667

} **********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/1.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

¿¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

2.0337,
2.8678,
3.3843,
3.6263,
3.9904,
4.5381,
4.8373,
4.8956,
5.1492,
5.4416

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
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{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/2.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

0.0207,
0.1058,
0.1782,
0.4189,
0.49,
0.9015,
1.1832,
1.8257,
2.1212,
2.8726

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/3.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

0.7546,
1.0836,
1.5026,
1.8874,
2.0844,
2.3192,
2.7975,
3.0199,
3.0669,
3.1382

]
*************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: fold protein ***** Arguments:
{
”sequence”: ”MIIINIKTENGLSITYNSDEKKLELKYTPVKSPEDFKFPEDAKATISEVEYKGKKVI
KIDAKLYVSPDLSKAKLTIEVNADISQEEADKIIDEFIKLLESLGNIKLKVTKDGNKYTIEVE”,
”name”: ”1 folded”
}
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*************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION fold protein...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”fold protein” *****
1 folded.pdb *********************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: fold protein *****
Arguments:
{
”sequence”: ”GSPLPRPPLSPEEQEALRKKAQEKYNEFVSKIKELLRRAADRVRRGEPVELIEKTI
KIGDYEYKIVATSPEEAKELENLIKEMIDLGFKPSKEFSDKLVEAARLIREGRVDEALRLLDEM
”,
”name”: ”2 folded”
}
*************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION fold protein...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”fold protein” *****
2 folded.pdb
*********************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: fold protein ***** Arguments:
{
”sequence”: ”APLDPDDLSAQLRAAIDELVRLGYEEEVSKPEFIEALRLYALDLGLKEVVLRRVT
PAPASQPGVYTVEDVTVDLEALRKQELSPEEQARLEKIRAKYDEMLADPEFQALLDEVLARA
RAA”,
”name”: ”3 folded”
}
*************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION fold protein...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”fold protein” *****
3 folded.pdb
*********************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure ***** Arguments:
”protein structure”: ”1 folded.pdb” **************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: code protein/1 folded.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 15.833333333333332,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 46.666666666666664,
”G”: 2.5,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 14.166666666666666,
”S”: 4.166666666666666,
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”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 16.666666666666664

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”2 folded.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: code protein/2 folded.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 62.5,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 11.666666666666666,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0, ”T”: 6.666666666666667,
”S”: 1.6666666666666667,
”P”: 4.166666666666666,
”-”: 13.333333333333334

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”3 folded.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: code protein/3 folded.pdb
The protein analyzed has 120 residues. assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 61.66666666666667,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 15.0,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 8.333333333333332,
”S”: 3.3333333333333335,
”P”: 1.6666666666666667,
”-”: 10.0

}
**********************************************************************
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assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”1 folded.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

1.8739,
2.1563,
2.7611,
3.1086,
3.8712,
4.0481,
4.3759,
4.6717,
4.8183,
4.9126

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
{
”protein structure”: ”2 folded.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

0.0444,
0.1641,
0.3379,
0.5724,
0.765,
0.9568,
1.4306,
1.5344,
1.6834,
1.8099

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:
{ ”protein structure”: ”3 folded.pdb”,
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”n modes”: 10
} *****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

0.5256,
1.0278,
1.1566,
1.2877,
1.5521,
1.9111,
2.1887,
2.4664,
2.734,
2.8731

]
*************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):
***** Suggested function Call: save to csv file *****
Arguments:
{
”input JSON dictionary”: ”{
’Protein Number’: [’1’, ’2’, ’3’],
’Amino Acid Sequence’: [
’MIIINIKTENGLSITYNSDEKKLELKYTPVKSPEDFKFPEDAKATISEVEYKGKKVIKIDAKLY
VSPDLSKAKLTIEVNADISQEEADKIIDEFIKLLESLGNIKLKVTKDGNKYTIEVE’, ’GSPLPRP
PLSPEEQEALRKKAQEKYNEFVSKIKELLRRAADRVRRGEPVELIEKTIKIGDYEYKIVATSP
EEAKELENLIKEMIDLGFKPSKEFSDKLVEAARLIREGRVDEALRLLDEM’, ’APLDPDDLSA
QLRAAIDELVRLGYEEEVSKPEFIEALRLYALDLGLKEVVLRRVTPAPASQPGVYTVEDVTV
DLEALRKQELSPEEQARLEKIRAKYDEMLADPEFQALLDEVLARARAA’ ], ’Secondary Struc-
ture (Pre-Fold)’: [ {’H’: 13.333333333333334, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 46.666666666666664, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0,
’T’: 14.166666666666666, ’S’: 7.5, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’: 18.333333333333332}, {’H’: 61.66666666666667,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 11.666666666666666, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 7.5, ’S’: 3.3333333333333335, ’P’:
3.3333333333333335, ’-’: 12.5}, {’H’: 57.49999999999999, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 13.333333333333334,
’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 4.166666666666666, ’T’: 8.333333333333332, ’S’: 3.3333333333333335, ’P’:
6.666666666666667, ’-’: 6.666666666666667} ], ’Frequencies (Pre-Fold)’: [ [2.0337, 2.8678, 3.3843,
3.6263, 3.9904, 4.5381, 4.8373, 4.8956, 5.1492, 5.4416], [0.0207, 0.1058, 0.1782, 0.4189, 0.49, 0.9015,
1.1832, 1.8257, 2.1212, 2.8726], [0.7546, 1.0836, 1.5026, 1.8874, 2.0844, 2.3192, 2.7975, 3.0199,
3.0669, 3.1382] ], ’Secondary Structure (Post-Fold)’: [ {’H’: 15.833333333333332, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
46.666666666666664, ’G’: 2.5, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 14.166666666666666, ’S’: 4.166666666666666, ’P’: 0.0,
’-’: 16.666666666666664}, {’H’: 62.5, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 11.666666666666666, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
6.666666666666667, ’S’: 1.6666666666666667, ’P’: 4.166666666666666, ’-’: 13.333333333333334},
{’H’: 61.66666666666667, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 15.0, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 8.333333333333332, ’S’:
3.3333333333333335, ’P’: 1.6666666666666667, ’-’: 10.0} ], ’Frequencies (Post-Fold)’: [ [1.8739,
2.1563, 2.7611, 3.1086, 3.8712, 4.0481, 4.3759, 4.6717, 4.8183, 4.9126], [0.0444, 0.1641, 0.3379,
0.5724, 0.765, 0.9568, 1.4306, 1.5344, 1.6834, 1.8099], [0.5256, 1.0278, 1.1566, 1.2877, 1.5521,
1.9111, 2.1887, 2.4664, 2.734, 2.8731] ] }”,
”output csv name”: ”protein data.csv”
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION save to csv file...
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assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”save to csv file” *****
Error: Expecting property name enclosed in double quotes: line 2 column 5 (char 6)
*************************************************************

Critic (to chat manager):
I apologize for the mistake. It seems there was an issue with the formatting of the input JSON dictionary
for saving to the CSV file. Let’s try again with properly formatted JSON.
Plan to fix the error:
1. Correctly format JSON with double quotes instead of single quotations.
2. Call ’save to csv file’ function again with correctly formatted JSON dictionary.
I’ll directly proceed with this plan as the error was due to syntax not plan.
Here is the corrected data:
***** Suggested function Call: save to csv file *****
Arguments:
{ ”input JSON dictionary”: ” { \”Protein Number \”: [\”1\”, \”2\”, \”3\”],\”Amino Acid Se-
quence\”: [\”MIIINIKTENGLSITYNSDEKKLELKYTPVKSPEDFKFPEDAKATISEVEYKGK
KVIKIDAKLYVSPDLSKAKLTIEVNADISQEEADKIIDEFIKLLESLGNIKLKVTKDGNKYT
IEVE\”,\”GSPLPRPPLSPEEQEALRKKAQEKYNEFVSKIKELLRRAADRVRRGEPVELIEKT
IKIGDYEYKIVATSPEEAKELENLIKEMIDLGFKPSKEFSDKLVEAARLIREGRVDEALRLL
DEM\”,\”APLDPDDLSAQLRAAIDELVRLGYEEEVSKPEFIEALRLYALDLGLKEVVLRRV
TPAPASQPGVYTVEDVTVDLEALRKQELSPEEQARLEKIRAKYDEMLADPEFQALLDEVL
ARARAA\”],\”Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold)\”: [\ \”H\”: 13.333333333333334, \”B\”: 0.0,
\”E\”: 46.666666666666664, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 14.166666666666666, \”S\”:
7.5, \”P\”: 0.0, \”-\”: 18.333333333333332\},{\”H\”: 61.66666666666667, \”B\”: 0.0,
\”E\”: 11.666666666666666, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 7.5, \”S\”: 3.3333333333333335,
\”P\”: 3.3333333333333335, \”-\”: 12.5\},{\”H\”: 57.49999999999999, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”:
13.333333333333334, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 4.166666666666666, \”T\”: 8.333333333333332, \”S\”:
3.3333333333333335, \”P\”: 6.666666666666667, \”-\”: 6.666666666666667\}],\”Frequencies
(Pre-Fold)\”: [[2.0337, 2.8678, 3.3843, 3.6263, 3.9904, 4.5381, 4.8373, 4.8956, 5.1492,
5.4416],[0.0207, 0.1058, 0.1782, 0.4189, 0.49, 0.9015, 1.1832, 1.8257, 2.1212, 2.8726],[0.7546,
1.0836, 1.5026, 1.8874, 2.0844, 2.3192, 2.7975, 3.0199, 3.0669, 3.1382]],\”Secondary Structure
(Post-Fold)\”: [\{\”H\”: 15.833333333333332, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 46.666666666666664, \”G\”:
2.5, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 14.166666666666666, \”S\”: 4.166666666666666, \”P\”: 0.0, \”-\”:
16.666666666666664,{\”H\”: 62.5, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 11.666666666666666, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”:
0.0, \”T\”: 6.666666666666667, \”S\”: 1.6666666666666667, \”P\”: 4.166666666666666, \”-\”:
13.333333333333334},{\”H\”: 61.66666666666667, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 15.0, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”:
0.0, \”T\”: 8.333333333333332, \”S\”: 3.3333333333333335, \”P\”: 1.6666666666666667, \”-
\”: 10.0}],\”Frequencies (Post-Fold)\”: [[1.8739, 2.1563, 2.7611, 3.1086, 3.8712, 4.0481, 4.3759,
4.6717, 4.8183, 4.9126],[0.0444, 0.1641, 0.3379, 0.5724, 0.765, 0.9568, 1.4306, 1.5344, 1.6834,
1.8099],[0.5256, 1.0278, 1.1566, 1.2877, 1.5521, 1.9111, 2.1887, 2.4664, 2.734, 2.8731]]}”,
”output csv name”: ”protein data.csv”
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION save to csv file...
the results have been saved to csv file: protein data.csv
assistant (to chat manager):
***** Response from calling function ”save to csv file” *****
None
*************************************************************
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Critic (to chat manager): 0 The plan was executed successfully and all data including Amino Acid Se-
quence, Secondary Structure (Pre-Fold and Post-Fold), and Frequencies (Pre-Fold and Post-Fold) for
three proteins have been saved into a CSV file named ’protein data.csv’. Each row of the file corre-
sponds to a protein and each column represents a protein property. Let me know if you need any further
assistance.

Provide feedback to chat manager. Press enter to skip and use auto-reply, or type ’exit’ to end the
conversation: Good job, Thanks a lot!
user proxy (to chat manager):
Good job, Thanks a lot!

Planner (to chat manager):
You’re welcome! I’m glad I could assist. If you have any other tasks or need further assistance, feel free
to ask. Have a great day!

assistant (to chat manager):
TERMINATE
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Table B5: The final results generated by the group chat in the form of a CSV file, without human intervention,
for the second experiment, Section 4.2.

Protein Name # AA Sequence Secondary
Structure

Unfolding
Energy

Max
Force

First 10 Fre-
quencies

mainly alpha protein 1 SMKKIEDYIREKLK
ALGLSDEEIEERVK
QLMEGIKNPKKFEK
ELQKRNDRESLLIF
KEAYALYEASKDK
EKGKKLINKVQSER
DKWETEQAEAARA
AAAA

{’H’: 89.0,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
0.0, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
4.0, ’S’: 1.0,
’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
6.0}

0.381 0.444 [0.2329, 0.4901,
0.9331, 1.3741,
1.7347, 2.1598,
2.3686, 2.6359,
2.8555, 3.0364]

mainly alpha protein 2 MSKKEIEELKKKLD
EIVETLKEYARQGD
DACKKAADLIEEVK
KALEEGNPEKYSQL
KKKLTDAINKAIEE
YRKRFEAEGKPEEA
QKVIDKLKKILDEIT
N

{’H’: 89.0,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
0.0, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
5.0, ’S’: 0.0,
’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
6.0}

0.376 0.536 [1.6126, 2.0783,
2.3073, 2.4565,
3.399, 3.475,
4.1377, 4.7104,
4.8864, 5.2187]

mainly beta protein 1 TTVTVTPPVADADG
NEHSTVTAYGNKV
TITITCPSNCTVTET
VDGVAKTLGTVSG
NQTITETRTIAPDEV
VTRTYTCTPNASAT
SSKTQTVTIKGSQP
AP

{’H’: 0.0, ’B’:
0.0, ’E’: 64.0,
’G’: 0.0, ’I’:
0.0, ’T’: 10.0,
’S’: 6.0, ’P’:
0.0, ’-’: 20.0}

0.462 0.533 [1.2806, 1.5057,
1.9846, 2.1025,
2.4723, 2.702,
2.9931, 3.1498,
3.4432, 4.1685]

mainly beta protein 2 SLKAKNLEEMIKEA
EKLGYSRDEVEKIIN
EIRDKFKKLGVKISE
KTLAYIAYLRLLGV
KIDWDKIKKVKKA
TPADFRVSEEDLKK
PEIQKILEKIKKEIN

{’H’: 58.0,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
8.0, ’G’: 6.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
8.0, ’S’: 4.0,
’P’: 3.0, ’-’:
13.0}

0.371 0.548 [2.8864, 4.3752,
4.5928, 4.8295,
5.0854, 5.5618,
5.8646, 6.007,
6.3847, 7.1246]

alpha beta protein 1 APTVKTFEDTINGQ
KVTVTVTASPGGKI
TIKTSPGYGDEVAK
AFIEELKKQNVLES
YKVESAPGKETTIS
DVKVKSGATVTFY
VINNGKKGKEYSVT
VDA

{’H’: 15.0,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
59.0, ’G’: 3.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
12.0, ’S’: 1.0,
’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
10.0}

0.424 0.535 [2.4383, 2.5651,
3.3175, 3.8231,
3.9673, 4.2655,
4.6393, 5.1509,
5.6023, 5.9555]

alpha beta protein 2 MELKVTEKKGKGD
YKVKVIELNTPDKR
YIIIESDASRESLIKA
AEALLQGKEVEPTP
VNEKNVVLFEDED
VKTSIERSKKLFKSD
NPEENIKKALEYLL
K

{’H’: 35.0,
’B’: 0.0, ’E’:
29.0, ’G’: 0.0,
’I’: 0.0, ’T’:
3.0, ’S’: 12.0,
’P’: 3.0, ’-’:
18.0}

0.376 0.543 [2.8756, 3.8895,
4.0594, 4.2831,
4.5542, 5.171,
5.3661, 5.4312,
6.1964, 6.3066]
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Table B6: The complete chat records between the agents for the second experiment, Section 4.2.

user proxy (to chat manager):

Design two proteins of length 100 for each family of mainly beta, mai nly alpha, and alpha beta proteins.
Then compute the maximum force and unfolding energy, analyze the secondary structure and compute
the first 10 frequencies for these proteins.

Planner (to chat manager):

Plan 1:
1. Use the ”design protein from CATH” function with inputs of length of 100, CATH ANNOTATION
of 1 (mainly alpha), and a protein name for the first mainly alpha protein. Repeat with a different name
for the second protein.
2. Use the same function again with inputs of length 100, CATH ANNOTATION of 2 (mainly beta),
and a protein name for the first mainly beta protein. Repeat with a different name for the second protein.
3. Use the function once more with inputs of length 100, CATH ANNOTATION of 3 (alpha beta), and
a protein name for the first alpha beta protein. Repeat with a different name for the second protein.
4. Use the ”analyze protein structure” function on each of the protein structures obtained.
5. Use the ”calucalte force energy from seq” function to compute the maximum force and unfolding
energy for each of the proteins.
6. Use the ”calc protein ANM” function to compute the first 10 frequencies for each protein.
Does this plan sound good?

Critic (to chat manager):

Yes, this plan sounds good. It covers each step required for the task. The parameter inputs for each
function match with the required parameters as stated in their function definitions. Thus, this plan
should successfully accomplish the task.

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”mainly alpha protein 1”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”1”,
”length”: 100
}
*************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 1
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/mainly alpha protein 1.pdb’, ’SMKKIEDYIREKLKALGLSDEEIEERVKQLMEGIK
NPKKFEKELQKRNDRESLLIFKEAYALYEASKDKEKGKKLINKVQSERDKWETEQAEAARAA
AAA’)
*********************************************************************
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assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”mainly alpha protein 2”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”1”,
”length”: 100
}
*************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 1
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/mainly alpha protein 2.pdb’, ’MSKKEIEELKKKLDEIVETLKEYARQGDDACKK
AADLIEEVKKALEEGNPEKYSQLKKKLTDAINKAIEEYRKRFEAEGKPEEAQKVIDKLKKILD
EITN’)
*********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”mainly beta protein 1”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”2”,
”length”: 100
} *************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 2
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/mainly beta protein 1.pdb’, ’TTVTVTPPVADADGNEHSTVTAYGNKVTITITCPS
NCTVTETVDGVAKTLGTVSGNQTITETRTIAPDEVVTRTYTCTPNASATSSKTQTVTIKGSQPA
P’)
*********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”mainly beta protein 2”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”2”,
”length”: 100
}
*************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
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We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 2
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/mainly beta protein 2.pdb’, ’SLKAKNLEEMIKEAEKLGYSRDEVEKIINEIRDK-
FKKLGVKISEKTLAYIAYLRLLGVKIDWDKIKKVKKATPADFRVSEEDLKKPEIQKILEKIKKEIN’)
*********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”alpha beta protein 1”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”3”,
”length”: 100
}
*************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 3
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/alpha beta protein 1.pdb’, ’APTVKTFEDTINGQKVTVTVTASPGGKITIKTSPGYG
DEVAKAFIEELKKQNVLESYKVESAPGKETTISDVKVKSGATVTFYVINNGKKGKEYSVTVD
A’)
*********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: design protein from CATH *****
Arguments:

{
”name”: ”alpha beta protein 2”,
”CATH ANNOTATION”: ”3”,
”length”: 100
}
>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION design protein from CATH...
We use this CATH to generate protein with length 100: 3
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”design protein from CATH” *****
(’./code protein/alpha beta protein 2.pdb’, ’MELKVTEKKGKGDYKVKVIELNTPDKRYIIIESDAS
RESLIKAAEALLQGKEVEPTPVNEKNVVLFEDEDVKTSIERSKKLFKSDNPEENIKKALEYLLK
’) *********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein:
./code protein/mainly alpha protein 1.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):
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***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 89.0,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 0.0,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 4.0,
”S”: 1.0,
”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 6.0

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly alpha protein 2.pdb”
} **************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein:
./code protein/mainly alpha protein 2.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 89.0,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 0.0,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 5.0,
”S”: 0.0,
”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 6.0

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly beta protein 1.pdb”
} **************************************************************

¿¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein:
./code protein/mainly beta protein 1.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
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assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 0.0,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 64.0,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 10.0,
”S”: 6.0,
”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 20.0

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly beta protein 2.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein: ./code protein/mainly beta protein 2.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 57.99999999999999,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 8.0,
”G”: 6.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 8.0,
”S”: 4.0,
”P”: 3.0,
”-”: 13.0

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/alpha beta protein 1.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
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Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein:
./code protein/alpha beta protein 1.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” *****
{

”H”: 15.0,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 59.0,
”G”: 3.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 12.0,
”S”: 1.0,
”P”: 0.0,
”-”: 10.0

}
**********************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: analyze protein structure *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/alpha beta protein 2.pdb”
}
**************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION analyze protein structure...
Analyzing the secondary strucute of this protein:
./code protein/alpha beta protein 2.pdb
The protein analyzed has 100 residues.
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”analyze protein structure” ***** {
”H”: 35.0,
”B”: 0.0,
”E”: 28.999999999999996,
”G”: 0.0,
”I”: 0.0,
”T”: 3.0,
”S”: 12.0,
”P”: 3.0,
”-”: 18.0

}
**********************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
Arguments:

{
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”sequence” : ”SMKKIEDYIREKLKALGLSDEEIEERVKQLMEGIKNPKKFEKELQKRNDRESLLI
FKEAYALYEASKDKEKGKKLINKVQSERDKWETEQAEAARAAAAA”
}
********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy¡SMKKIEDYIREKLKALGLSDEEIEERVKQLMEGIKNPKKFEKELQKRND
RESLLIFKEAYALYEASKDKEKGKKLINKVQSERDKWETEQAEAARAAAAA¿
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.381,0.444”
****************************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
Arguments:

{
”sequence” : ”MSKKEIEELKKKLDEIVETLKEYARQGDDACKKAADLIEEVKKALEEGNPEKY
SQLKKKLTDAINKAIEEYRKRFEAEGKPEEAQKVIDKLKKILDEITN”
}
********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy¡MSKKEIEELKKKLDEIVETLKEYARQGDDACKKAADLIEEVKKALEEG
NPEKYSQLKKKLTDAINKAIEEYRKRFEAEGKPEEAQKVIDKLKKILDEITN¿
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.376,0.536”
****************************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
Arguments:

{
”sequence” : ”TTVTVTPPVADADGNEHSTVTAYGNKVTITITCPSNCTVTETVDGVAKTLGTVS
GNQTITETRTIAPDEVVTRTYTCTPNASATSSKTQTVTIKGSQPAP”
}
******************************************************************** >>>>>>>>
EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy<TTVTVTPPVADADGNEHSTVTAYGNKVTITITCPSNCTVTETVDGVAK
TLGTVSGNQTITETRTIAPDEVVTRTYTCTPNASATSSKTQTVTIKGSQPAP>
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.462,0.533”
****************************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
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Arguments:

{
”sequence” : ”SLKAKNLEEMIKEAEKLGYSRDEVEKIINEIRDKFKKLGVKISEKTLAYIAYLRL
LGVKIDWDKIKKVKKATPADFRVSEEDLKKPEIQKILEKIKKEIN”
}
********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy<SLKAKNLEEMIKEAEKLGYSRDEVEKIINEIRDKFKKLGVKISEKTLAY
IAYLRLLGVKIDWDKIKKVKKATPADFRVSEEDLKKPEIQKILEKIKKEIN>
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.371,0.548”
****************************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
Arguments:

{
”sequence” : ”APTVKTFEDTINGQKVTVTVTASPGGKITIKTSPGYGDEVAKAFIEELKKQNVLE
SYKVESAPGKETTISDVKVKSGATVTFYVINNGKKGKEYSVTVDA”
} ********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy<APTVKTFEDTINGQKVTVTVTASPGGKITIKTSPGYGDEVAKAFIEELK
KQNVLESYKVESAPGKETTISDVKVKSGATVTFYVINNGKKGKEYSVTVDA>
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.424,0.535”
****************************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calucalte force energy from seq *****
Arguments:

{
”sequence” : ”MELKVTEKKGKGDYKVKVIELNTPDKRYIIIESDASRESLIKAAEALLQGKEVEP
TPVNEKNVVLFEDEDVKTSIERSKKLFKSDNPEENIKKALEYLLK”
} ********************************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calucalte force energy from seq...
CalculateForceEnergy<MELKVTEKKGKGDYKVKVIELNTPDKRYIIIESDASRESLIKAAEALLQ
GKEVEPTPVNEKNVVLFEDEDVKTSIERSKKLFKSDNPEENIKKALEYLLK>
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calucalte force energy from seq” *****
”0.376,0.543”
****************************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):
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***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly alpha protein 1.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

0.2329,
0.4901,
0.9331,
1.3741,
1.7347,
2.1598,
2.3686,
2.6359,
2.8555,
3.0364

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly alpha protein 2.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
computing ANM for protein structure: ./code protein/mainly alpha protein 2.p
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

1.6126,
2.0783,
2.3073,
2.4565,
3.399,
3.475,
4.1377,
4.7104,
4.8864,
5.2187

]
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*************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly beta protein 1.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
computing ANM for protein structure: ./code protein/mainly beta protein 1.pdb
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[ 1.2806,

1.5057,
1.9846,
2.1025,
2.4723,
2.702,
2.9931,
3.1498,
3.4432,
4.1685

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/mainly beta protein 2.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
computing ANM for protein structure: ./code protein/mainly beta protein 2.pdb
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

2.8864,
4.3752,
4.5928,
4.8295,
5.0854,
5.5618,
5.8646,
6.007,
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6.3847,
7.1246

]
*************************************************************

Planner (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/alpha beta protein 1.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
computing ANM for protein structure: ./code protein/alpha beta protein 1.pdb
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

2.4383,
2.5651,
3.3175,
3.8231,
3.9673,
4.2655,
4.6393,
5.1509,
5.6023,
5.9555

]
*************************************************************

assistant (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: calc protein ANM *****
Arguments:

{
”protein structure”: ”./code protein/alpha beta protein 2.pdb”,
”n modes”: 10
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION calc protein ANM...
computing ANM for protein structure: ./code protein/alpha beta protein 2.pdb
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”calc protein ANM” *****
[

2.8756,
3.8895,
4.0594,
4.2831,
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4.5542,
5.171,
5.3661,
5.4312,
6.1964,
6.3066

]
*************************************************************

Critic (to chat manager):

The protein designs and their analyses are as follows:

For the mainly alpha proteins:

1. Protein mainly alpha protein 1: - Sequence: SMKKIEDYIREKLKALGLSDEEIEERVKQLMEGI
KNPKKFEKELQKRNDRESLLIFKEAYALYEASKDKEKGKKLINKVQSERDKWETEQAEAARA
AAAA
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 89.0, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 0.0, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 4.0, ’S’: 1.0, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’: 6.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.381,0.444
- First 10 frequencies: [0.2329, 0.4901, 0.9331, 1.3741, 1.7347, 2.1598, 2.3686, 2.6359, 2.8555, 3.0364]

2. Protein mainly alpha protein 2:
- Sequence: MSKKEIEELKKKLDEIVETLKEYARQGDDACKKAADLIEEVKKALEEGNPEKYSQ
LKKKLTDAINKAIEEYRKRFEAEGKPEEAQKVIDKLKKILDEITN
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 89.0, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 0.0, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 5.0, ’S’: 0.0, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’: 6.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.376,0.536
- First 10 frequencies: [1.6126, 2.0783, 2.3073, 2.4565, 3.399, 3.475, 4.1377, 4.7104, 4.8864, 5.2187]

For the mainly beta proteins:

1. Protein mainly beta protein 1:
- Sequence:
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 0.0, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 64.0, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 10.0, ’S’: 6.0, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
20.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.462,0.533
- First 10 frequencies: [1.2806, 1.5057, 1.9846, 2.1025, 2.4723, 2.702, 2.9931, 3.1498, 3.4432, 4.1685]

2. Protein mainly beta protein 2: - Sequence: SLKAKNLEEMIKEAEKLGYSRDEVEKIINEIRDKF
KKLGVKISEKTLAYIAYLRLLGVKIDWDKIKKVKKATPADFRVSEEDLKKPEIQKILEKIKKEI
N
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 57.99999999999999, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 8.0, ’G’: 6.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 8.0, ’S’: 4.0,
’P’: 3.0, ’-’: 13.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.371,0.548
- First 10 frequencies: [2.8864, 4.3752, 4.5928, 4.8295, 5.0854, 5.5618, 5.8646, 6.007, 6.3847, 7.1246]

For the alpha beta proteins:

1. Protein alpha beta protein 1:
- Sequence: APTVKTFEDTINGQKVTVTVTASPGGKITIKTSPGYGDEVAKAFIEELKKQNVLES
YKVESAPGKETTISDVKVKSGATVTFYVINNGKKGKEYSVTVDA
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 15.0, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 59.0, ’G’: 3.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 12.0, ’S’: 1.0, ’P’: 0.0, ’-’:
10.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.424,0.535
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- First 10 frequencies: [2.4383, 2.5651, 3.3175, 3.8231, 3.9673, 4.2655, 4.6393, 5.1509, 5.6023, 5.9555]

2. Protein alpha beta protein 2:
- Sequence: MELKVTEKKGKGDYKVKVIELNTPDKRYIIIESDASRESLIKAAEALLQGKEVEPT
PVNEKNVVLFEDEDVKTSIERSKKLFKSDNPEENIKKALEYLLK
- Secondary structure: ’H’: 35.0, ’B’: 0.0, ’E’: 28.999999999999996, ’G’: 0.0, ’I’: 0.0, ’T’: 3.0, ’S’:
12.0, ’P’: 3.0, ’-’: 18.0
- Unfolding energy and maximum force: 0.376,0.543
- First 10 frequencies: [2.8756, 3.8895, 4.0594, 4.2831, 4.5542, 5.171, 5.3661, 5.4312, 6.1964, 6.3066]

user proxy (to chat manager):

Could you save the results in a CSV file named ”protein analysis.csv,” where each row corresponds to
a protein, and each column represents a specific property? Include the AA sequence in the results and
use suitable identifiers for the columns.

Planner (to chat manager):

***** Suggested function Call: save to csv file *****
Arguments:

{
”input JSON dictionary” : ”{\”Protein Name\”: [\”mainly alpha protein 1\”,
\”mainly alpha protein 2\”, \”mainly beta protein 1\”, \”mainly beta protein 2\”,
\”alpha beta protein 1\”, \”alpha beta protein 2\”], \”AA Sequence\”: [\”SMKKIEDYIREKL
KALGLSDEEIEERVKQLMEGIKNPKKFEKELQKRNDRESLLIFKEAYALYEASKDKEKGKKLI
NKVQSERDKWETEQAEAARAAAAA\”, \”MSKKEIEELKKKLDEIVETLKEYARQGDDACKK
AADLIEEVKKALEEGNPEKYSQLKKKLTDAINKAIEEYRKRFEAEGKPEEAQKVIDKLKKILD
EITN\”, \”TTVTVTPPVADADGNEHSTVTAYGNKVTITITCPSNCTVTETVDGVAKTLGTVSG
NQTITETRTIAPDEVVTRTYTCTPNASATSSKTQTVTIKGSQPAP\”, \”LKAKNLEEMIKEAEK
LGYSRDEVEKIINEIRDKFKKLGVKISEKTLAYIAYLRLLGVKIDWDKIKKVKKATPADFRVS
EEDLKKPEIQKILEKIKKEIN\”, \”APTVKTFEDTINGQKVTVTVTASPGGKITIKTSPGYGDEV
AKAFIEELKKQNVLESYKVESAPGKETTISDVKVKSGATVTFYVINNGKKGKEYSVTVDA\”,
\”MELKVTEKKGKGDYKVKVIELNTPDKRYIIIESDASRESLIKAAEALLQGKEVEPTPVNEKN
VVLFEDEDVKTSIERSKKLFKSDNPEENIKKALEYLLK\”], \”Secondary Structure\”: [{\”H\”:
89.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 0.0, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 4.0, \”S\”: 1.0, \”P\”: 0.0, \”-\”: 6.0},
{\”H\”: 89.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 0.0, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 5.0, \”S\”: 0.0, \”P\”: 0.0,
\”-\”: 6.0}, {\”H\”: 0.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 64.0, \”G\”: 0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 10.0, \”S\”: 6.0,
\”P\”: 0.0, \”-\”: 20.0}, {\”H\”: 58.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 8.0, \”G\”: 6.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 8.0,
\”S\”: 4.0, \”P\”: 3.0, \”-\”: 13.0}, {\”H\”: 15.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 59.0, \”G\”: 3.0, \”I\”: 0.0,
\”T\”: 12.0, \”S\”: 1.0, \”P\”: 0.0, \”-\”: 10.0}, {\”H\”: 35.0, \”B\”: 0.0, \”E\”: 29.0, \”G\”:
0.0, \”I\”: 0.0, \”T\”: 3.0, \”S\”: 12.0, \”P\”: 3.0, \”-\”: 18.0}], \”Unfolding Energy\”: [0.381,
0.376, 0.462, 0.371, 0.424, 0.376], \”Max Force\”: [0.444, 0.536, 0.533, 0.548, 0.535, 0.543], \”First
10 Frequencies\”: [[0.2329, 0.4901, 0.9331, 1.3741, 1.7347, 2.1598, 2.3686, 2.6359, 2.8555, 3.0364],
[1.6126, 2.0783, 2.3073, 2.4565, 3.399, 3.475, 4.1377, 4.7104, 4.8864, 5.2187], [1.2806, 1.5057,
1.9846, 2.1025, 2.4723, 2.702, 2.9931, 3.1498, 3.4432, 4.1685], [2.8864, 4.3752, 4.5928, 4.8295,
5.0854, 5.5618, 5.8646, 6.007, 6.3847, 7.1246], [2.4383, 2.5651, 3.3175, 3.8231, 3.9673, 4.2655,
4.6393, 5.1509, 5.6023, 5.9555], [2.8756, 3.8895, 4.0594, 4.2831, 4.5542, 5.171, 5.3661, 5.4312,
6.1964, 6.3066]]}”,
”output csv name” : ”protein analysis.csv”
}
*****************************************************

>>>>>>>> EXECUTING FUNCTION save to csv file...
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the results have been saved to csv file: protein analysis.csv
assistant (to chat manager):

***** Response from calling function ”save to csv file” *****
None
*************************************************************

user proxy (to chat manager):

Based on the results of this example, can you check if the protein generator (Chroma) has been success-
ful in creating proteins with desired structure?

Critic (to chat manager):

Based on our results it seems that the Chroma protein generator was successful in creating proteins with
desired secondary structure content that generally correspond to their CATH annotations: - Both of the
mainly alpha proteins showed a very high percentage (around 89%) of alpha-helix secondary structure
(’H’), which is in line with their designation. - The mainly beta proteins showed higher percentages of
extended strand/beta-sheet secondary structure (’E’). Though, the percentages varied quite a bit (64%
for mainly beta protein 1 and only 8% for mainly beta protein 2), which could be due to the complex
nature of beta-structures. - As for the alpha beta proteins, both showed both helix (’H’) and sheet (’E’)
characters, thus also meeting the requirement of having mixed content.

However, some proteins, most notably mainly beta protein 2 and mainly alpha protein 1, also showed
significant portions of residues with no classified secondary structures (’-’). This can be potentially due
to incomplete folding or limitations of the protein generation or structure prediction process.

To be certain about the tertiary structure and its classifications (Alpha, Beta, Alpha/Beta), we would
have to look at the actual 3D protein models - the secondary structure does not provide full insight into
the 3D structure, which is what the CATH classification is based on. For this, more extensive protein
structure analysis would be needed. But overall, the generator seems to show promising results.

Provide feedback to chat manager. Press enter to skip and use auto-reply, or type ’exit’ to end the
conversation: Thanks.
user proxy (to chat manager):

Thanks.

Planner (to chat manager):

You’re welcome! If you have any other questions or need further assistance, feel free to ask.

assistant (to chat manager):

TERMINATE
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Table B7: The constants used to normalize the force and energy values in the mechanical unfolding data set
to train and validate ForceGPT.

Force (Kcal/(mol×Å)) Energy (Kcal/mol)
Normalized constants 898.4 97656.6
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Figure B1: Overview of the multi-agent work to solve the complex task posed in the first experiment,
Section 4.1. First, the multi-agent uses Chroma to generate de novo protein sequences and then computes
natural frequencies and secondary structures content for the generated structures. Next, from de novo AA
sequences, the model finds the 3D folded structures using OmegaFold and finally computes the frequen-
cies and secondary structure content for the protein structures. The results obtained from the Chroma and
OmegaFold 3D protein structures are compared in Figure 3.

Figure B2: Overview of the multi-agent work to solve the complex task posed in the second experi-
ment, Section 4.2. First the multi-agent uses Chroma to generate de novo protein sequences and structures
conditioned on the input CATH class. Then using the generated protein structures, the natural frequencies
and secondary structures content are computed. Next, the force (maximum force along the unfolding force-
extension curve) and energy (the area under the force-extension curve) are computed from de novo AA
sequences using ProteinForceGPT.
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Figure B3: Assessment of the ForceGPT model on the test set. We test the model with mechanical unfold-
ing responses from proteins in the test set, for normalized unfolding energy (task: CalculateEnrgy<seq>),
maximum pulling force (task: CalculateForce<seq>)), and Unfolding energy and maximum pulling force
(task: CalculateEnergyForce<seq>).
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